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Romania harvests 
now the fruits of 
believing in 
liberalization:
European recognition 
of its electricity 
market’s results

CEO’s Statement 

Romania is placed in the region of Europe which last 
time was called “the 8th one” while the others are not 
bearing a number. Through the Ministerial Council 
decision on 27.06.08 this region got also a “perimeter” 
but disputes are still open and the harmony was 
installed neither at the decision level nor as domestic 
markets’ design.  In these conditions is even heavier 
to act as a market integrator but to supply an example 
is still possible. Despite the structures’ variety which 
the domestic markets offer, the clarification effort 
where now the European associations participate 
within the Project Coordination Group represents a 
new chance to offer a model to be followed in order to 
avoid divergent market infrastructure investment and 
the delays in implementation. In such conditions 
Romania may wonder if its daring and unique effort in 
this region was observed in Western or Central Europe 
and if it will be followed in a reasonable time horizon 
by the neighbouring countries. In this respect, the 
decision of the Hungarian transmission and system 
operator to build a spot market and the related 
exchange institution, not lastly to act towards coupling 
the new market with the similar market from Romania 
found the full cooperation support from OPCOM. Well 
ranked by the reviews deployed by the Data Monitor 
and Moffatt Associates reports and recently included in 
the quarterly report of DG TREN, the Romanian power 
market is rewarding the investors as authorities, 
operators, the participants through transparency and 
liquidity. Already considered by 2007 issue of the Data 
Monitor report as being a relatively sophisticated 
market and one of the key wholesale market in the 
Eastern Europe, Romania realizes a stunning jump in 
the ranking presented by Data Monitor in its annual 
issue “European Wholesale Power Market 
Development” (July 2008). Thus, based complex 
assessment including among other criteria the current 
status, electricity demand, wholesale and retail market 
fragmentation (opposed to concentration) as well as 
potential for  interconnectivity, Romania is placed 
among the first eight electricity markets of European 
Union, considered as being established markets. Year 
on year, the number of participants in OPCOM 
administered markets increased, as well as of active 
participants. By undertaking the counterpart role in 
DAM, OPCOM has offered one of the most liquid and 
safe market in Romania. In 2008, the members of the 
product groups acted together towards a better 
market: a market with European recognition. 

Victor Ionescu 
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